Abstract. In a recent paper, Duncan, Griffin and Ono provide exact formulas for the coefficients of McKay-Thompson series and use them to find asymptotic expressions for the distribution of irreducible representations in the moonshine module
Introduction
Monstrous moonshine refers to the mysterious connection between the representation theory of the largest sporadic simple group M, known as the monster group, and the theory functions which are invariant under the action of certain subgroups of GL 2 (Q) where E 4 (τ ) is the Eisenstein series of weight 4, ∆(τ ) is the modular discriminant, and q := e 2πiτ . Meanwhile, the numbers in the summands on the right-hand side are dimensions of irreducible representations of the monster group.
The striking coincidences in (1.1), along with many similar observations, led Thompson to conjecture [13] the existence of a naturally-defined infinite-dimensional monster module, for g ∈ M, known as McKay-Thompson series, and found that their coefficients were also expressible as simple sums of entries in the monster's character table.
The distinguishing feature of J(τ ) is that it generates the field of SL 2 (Z)-invariant functions on the upper-half plane with at most exponential growth as I(τ ) → ∞, and is the unique such function with Fourier expansion beginning q −1 + O(q). Given any subgroup Γ ⊂ GL 2 (Q) + commensurable with SL 2 (Z), if the field of Γ-invariant functions with at most exponential growth at the cusps is generated by a single function, then we call the unique generator with Fourier expansion beginning q −1 + O(q) the Hauptmodul for Γ. The famous monstrous moonshine conjecture of Conway and Norton states that for each g ∈ M, the McKay-Thompson series T g (τ ) is the Hauptmodul for a particular discrete subgroup Γ g ⊂ GL 2 (Q) + , which they describe explicitly [6] . In highly celebrated works, Frenkel, Lepowsky and Murman constructed the moonshine module V ♮ in [9, 10] , and Borcherds proved the monstrous moonshine conjecture in [2] .
More recent work shows that the monster also plays a role in quantum gravity, in particular in theories of chiral three-dimensional gravity [7, 8] . These theories take interest in a tower of monster modules
In [8] , the authors consider the order m McKay-Thompson series arising from these modules,
for g ∈ M, and show that they coincide with particular Rademacher sums of order m for the group Γ g (see Theorem 7.1 of [8] ). It turns out that the multiplicities of irreducible representations in V (−m) n are expressible as sums of entries in the monster's character table weighted by the McKay-Thompson coefficients c g (−m, n). We first give exact formulas for the coefficients c g (−m, n), similar to those in Theorem 8.12 of [8] , which are better suited to our purposes. Theorem 1.1. Let g ∈ M, and let W g be the set corresponding to the Atkin-Lehner involutions of Γ g given in the appendix. For any positive integers m and n, the coefficients of T (−m) g (τ ) are exactly
where K c (g, e, −m, n) is the Kloosterman sum defined in (2.1) and I 1 (x) is the Bessel function of the first kind.
From well-known asymptotics of the Bessel function and explicit computations of Kloosterman sums, we arrive at the following asymptotic formula for these coefficients. Theorem 1.2. Let g ∈ M and let Γ g = N||h+W g as listed in the appendix. If ε = max(W g ), then as n → ∞, we have
with the following exceptions:
(1) If g is in conjugacy class 8D or 8E, m is odd, and n ≡ −m (mod 4), then
(2) If g is in conjugacy class 16B, m ≡ 2 (mod 4), and n ≡ −m (mod 8), then
If g is in conjugacy class 18A, m ≡ 0 (mod 3), and n ≡ −m (mod 3), then
(4) If g is in conjugacy class 24D, m is odd, and n ≡ m (mod 4), then
Hence, the list of conjugacy classes in the appendix beginning 1A, 2A, 3A, {2B, 4A}, 5A, {6A, 6B}, 7A, (4B, 8A), (3C, 3B, 9A), . . . orders the order m McKay-Thompson series by the asymptotic magnitude of their coefficients, where we remove a conjugacy class if K N (g, ε, −m, n), which is periodic in m and n modulo N/ε, vanishes.
The ordering of conjugacy classes in Theorem 1.2 can be interpreted as an order for contributions of the corresponding columns in the character table to the multiplicities of irreducible representations in V (−m) n as n → ∞. Let M i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 194, denote the 194 inequivalent irreducible representations of the monster group, labeled so that the character of M i is the function denoted χ i in [5] . In addition, let m i (−m, n) be the multiplicity of
In [8] , the authors prove that as n → ∞,
In particular, the limit
exists and is given by
.
Another way to phrase this result is that, as n tends to infinity, V 
where f(−m, n) is maximal.
Remark. The results of [8] show that as n → ∞, we have
Here, we use the order in Theorem 1.2 to find that the column of the monster's character table corresponding to conjugacy class 2A dictates the asymptotic non-free distributions of V (−m) n . Writing χ i (2A) for the value of the character of M i on an element in conjugacy class 2A and |2A| for the size of this conjugacy class, our precise result can be stated as follows. 
Thus the following limit is well-defined
. Corollary 1.4. In particular, as n → ∞, we have that
Remark. It is natural to compare Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 to (1.5) and (1.6). The appearance of two character values in our expression for the non-free distribution comes from accounting for negative character values, which are not considered in [8] .
Remark. These methods can also be applied to the monster module W ♮ = n W ♮ n studied by Duncan, Griffin, and Ono in their answer to a problem of Witten on the distribution of black holes (see Question 6.1 and §8 of [8] ). If we let nf i (n) be the multiplicity of M i in the non-free part of W ♮ n , then as n → ∞, we have
and so
, providing a refinement to these distribution results.
The following table, which should be compared with Table 1 in [8] , illustrates the asymptotics of Corollary 1.4 for χ 1 , χ 2 , χ 17 and χ 194 when m = 1. Let δ(nf i (−1, n)) be the proportion of irreducible representations corresponding to χ i in the non-free part of V The exact values in the bottom row have the following decimal approximations: This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the description of the moonshine groups and construct Poincaré series for these groups which are equal to the McKayThompson series. We then find exact expressions for their coefficients following the methods in [3, 4] . Next, in Section 3, we study the Kloosterman sums appearing in these exact expressions to arrive at the asymptotics in Theorem 1.2. In Section 4, we apply the asymptotic formulas to describe the non-free distributions.
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McKay-Thompson coefficients
Recall that GL 2 (Q) + acts on the upper half-plane H by fractional linear transformation:
+ be a subgroup commensurable with SL 2 (Z). A modular function for Γ is a meromorphic function f : H → C which is invariant under the action of Γ, i.e. satisfies f (γτ ) = f (τ ) for all γ ∈ Γ.
2.1. The moonshine groups. We now describe the groups Γ g having Hauptmodules which are the McKay-Thopson series T g (τ ). Recall that for a positive integer N, the congruence subgroup Γ 0 (N) ⊆ SL 2 (Z) is defined as those matrices which are upper triangular mod N,
For each exact divisor e | N with (e, N/e) = 1, the associated Atkin-Lenher involutions for Γ 0 (N) are those matrices of the form
with determinant e. For each g ∈ M, we associate a group E g , denoted by a symbol Γ 0 (N|h) + e, f, . . . (or just N|h + e, f . . .), where h divides (N, 24) and each e, f, . . . exactly divides N/h. This symbol stands for the group of matrices
where W e , W f , . . . are representative of Atkin-Lehner involutions for Γ 0 (N/h). We write W g := {1, e, f, . . .} for the set corresponding to Atkin-Lehner involutions in E g . The groups E g are eigengroups for T g (τ ), meaning that T g (γτ ) = σ g (γ)T g (τ ) for γ ∈ E g , where σ g is a group homomorphism from E g to the hth roots of unity. Conway and Norton provide the following explicit description of σ g on generators of E g .
Lemma 2.1 (Conway-Norton).
With the above notation, we have
where λ g is −1 if N/h ∈ W g and 1 otherwise.
The group Γ g is the kernel of σ g inside E g , which is denoted by Γ 0 (N||h) + e, f, . . . (or just N||h + e, f, . . .). A complete list of the groups Γ g is in the appendix.
2.2. Poincaré series and exact expressions. In Section 8.3 of [8] , the authors build a nice basis of Maass-Poincaré series for Γ 0 (N) and take certain combinations of them to obtain the McKay-Thompson series. Here, we carry out the alternative construction suggested at the beginning of that section, constructing Poincaré series for the groups Γ g directly.
Keeping with the notation of [3, 4, 8] , let
where M ν,µ (z) is the M-Whittaker function. In addition, let τ = x + iy with x, y ∈ R, y > 0, and let
Given a subgroup Γ ⊂ GL 2 (Q) + commensurable with SL 2 (Z), let Γ ∞ denote the stabilizer of ∞ in Γ. For each positive integer m, the Poincaré series
converges for s with Re(s) > 1. In general, these Poincaré series are harmonic Maass forms, but when Γ has genus zero they are weakly holomorphic. In this case, taking the limit as s → 1+ along the real axis, we obtain a modular function P(m, Γ) for Γ having a Fourier expansion q −m + O(q) at infinity and no other poles. Since there is a unique such function, we must have T (−m) g (τ ) = P(m, Γ g ). Thus, we can use the method in [3, 4] for determining coefficients of these Poincaré series to prove Theorem 1.1. For a positive integer c, any g ∈ M, and integers m and n, we define the Kloosterman sum
where the sum ranges over matrices in
We can now prove our exact expression for the McKay-Thompson coefficients.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We argue exactly as in Section 1.3 of [4] , but using the group Γ g and a slight modification to account for matrices with different determinants. Since the imaginary part of τ transforms under ( a b c d ) by y → (ad−bc)y |cτ +d| 2 , we need to include an extra factor of e in front of y for each Atkin-Lehner involution W e in the sum over Γ ∞ \Γ g /Γ ∞ in the last equation on page 31 of [4] . Following through, this results in introducing a sum over e ∈ W g , using the modified Kloosterman sum in (2.1), and changing the quantity B on page 33 to |m| c 2 ey . Plugging this into the equation in terms of A and B on page 33 and carrying out the simplification leading to Proposition 1.10, we obtain the expression in our Theorem 1.1.
Asymptotic formulas for coefficients
First recall the asymptotics of the I-Bessel function, (3.1)
The Kloosterman sum K c (g, e, −m, n) vanishes for all c ≡ 0 (mod N) since F g,e (c) is empty in this case. Therefore, when it does not vanish, the term dominating the expression for c g (−m, n) in Theorem 1.1 is
where ε = max(W g ). Thus, to prove Theorem 1.2, it suffices to show that if K N (g, ε, −m, n) vanishes, then c g (−m, n) also vanishes or we are in one of the listed exceptions. The functions K N (g, ε, −m, n) are not hard to calculate: using the procedure on page 35 of [8] one may evaluate σ g (γ) for all γ = ( a b c d ) ∈ E g with 0 ≤ a, d < c and det(γ) = e to find F g,e (c) and then sum over this finite set.
Remark. We note that there is a typo on page 35 of [8] . The last b in the second bullet point should be an a.
For convenience, we provide a collection of simplified expressions for the Kloosterman sums which allows us to compute them all explicitly and determine when they vanish. Let ζ ℓ := e 2πi/ℓ . Lemma 3.1. Suppose Γ g = N||h + W g . The following are true:
(2) If h = 1, and ℓ = N/e for some e ∈ W g , then
In particular, K N (g, ε, −m, n) = 0 if and only if one of the following holds:
• n ≡ −m (mod ℓ) for g and ℓ in the table below g 4C 9B 12E 12I 18D 28C 36B ℓ 2 3 2 2 3 2 3
• g is in 8E and n ≡ m (mod 4)
• g is in 16B and n ≡ −m (mod 4) if m is odd or n ≡ −m (mod 8) if m is even • g is in 18A and n ≡ m (mod 3).
The leading Kloosterman sums that do not fit into one of the above cases are 8D :
, which is non-zero if and only if n ≡ m (mod 4).
12G
:
, which is non-zero if and only if n ≡ −m (mod 2).
15D : In order to prove Theorem 1.2, we need to know that the McKay-Thompson coefficients vanish on certain arithmetic progressions corresponding to the vanishing of the Kloosterman sums. To this end, we define a sieving operator which acts on functions f : H → C with Fourier expansions f (τ ) = n a(n)q n by
In addition, we define the projection operator as the sum of this operator over a square class
where S r := {ra 2 (mod ℓ) : (a, ℓ) = 1}. It is well-known that sieving on Fourier coefficients in an arithmetic progression preserves modularity, although it may change the group on which the function is modular. More precisely, if f (τ ) is modular on Γ 0 (N), then (f | S ℓ,r )(τ ) is modular on Γ 0 (lcm(N, ℓ 2 )). We now prove several lemmas that determine which arithmetic progressions certain McKayThompson series are supported on. 8E 9B 12E 12I 16B 18D 28C 36B  ℓ 2  2  3  2  2  4  3  2  3 Proof. Note that for these ℓ we have S ℓ,r = S ℓ,r . We observe that for the given ℓ, the function (T −m g |S ℓ,−m )(τ ) is again modular on Γ g . Then we need only check that the principal part of the Fourier expansion at each cusp is unaffected. The principal part at infinity is already supported on this arithmetic progression, and the projection operator cannot introduce poles at the other cusps if there are no others to begin with. Hence, (T 
18A (τ ) = T 6D (3τ ) Proof. In each case, we note that both sides are modular on Γ g for g in the conjugacy class in the subscript on the left. In addition, both have Fourier expansion q −m + O(q) at infinity and no other poles. Since there is a unique such function, they must be equal.
Remark. The identities involving 8E and 16B are special cases of Lemma 2.11 of [1] which provides an expression for T (−m) g (τ ) as a combination of Hauptmoduln on lower levels hit with Hecke operators for all g with Γ g = Γ 0 (N). The other identities above suggest that this result generalizes to other moonshine groups.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose m is even and g is in conjugacy class 8D, 8E, 16B, 18A or 24D. Then c g (−m, n) = 0 for all n ≡ ±m (mod ℓ) for ℓ = 4, 4, 8, 3 or 4 respectively. When g is in 18A, this holds for all m.
Proof. When m = ℓ, the claim follows from Lemma 3.3. Suppose that the claim holds when m = iℓ for all 0 < i ≤ k. We can write T
Each term has coefficients supported on the arithmetic progression n ≡ 0 (mod ℓ), so the claim holds for all m ≡ 0 (mod ℓ) by induction. For g not in 18A, if m = ℓ/2, Lemma 3.3 together with Lemma 3.2 shows that T (−m) g (τ ) has coefficients c g (−m, n) supported on the progression n ≡ ℓ/2 (mod ℓ). As before, suppose the claim holds when m = ℓ/2 + iℓ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k. We can write T 16B (τ ). Finally, for g in 18A, we use the identity
, together with Lemma 3.2, to establish the m = 1 and m = 2 base cases. Arguing by induction as before completes the proof.
Proof. If we let γ =
, then by Lemma 2.1 (3), we have
showing that T g (τ ) is supported on terms q n with n ≡ −1 (mod h).
is supported on terms q n with n ≡ −k ≡ −m (mod h).
We can now prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Using Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5 and the explicit computations of Kloosterman sums, we see that whenever K N (g, ε, −m, n) vanishes, so does c g (−m, n), except for the special cases listed in the theorem. In these cases, it is clear that the listed term dominates and it is not hard to check that the Kloosterman sum does not vanish. The ordering listed in the appendix follows from comparing the arguments of the exponentials.
Non-free distributions
At the beginning of Section 8.6 of [8] , the authors use the orthogonality of characters to deduce that the functions defined by
are generating functions for the multiplicities m i (−m, n). In particular,
By Theorem 1.2, we have that c 1 (−m, n) exponentially dominates c g (−m, n) for all other g ∈ M. Thus we can see, as concluded in [8] , that as n → ∞,
The first order correction to this phenomenon comes from the terms weighted by the next largest McKay-Thompson coefficients in (4.1). With this idea, we can prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Theorem 1.2, the coefficients c g (−m, n) for g in conjugacy class 2A dominate all others with g not in 1 or 2A. The Kloosterman sum K 2 (g, 2, −m, n) = 1 for all m and n so we can write
The number of regular representations we can pull out of V ♮ n is limited by the character with the smallest ratio of χ i (2A) to dim(χ i ). This minimum is achieved with the characters we have labeled χ 16 and χ 17 , which have
Therefore, when we add up the contributions to the non-free part from (4.1) for g in conjugacy classes 1 and 2A, we find that as n → ∞,
as desired.
Appendix
Moonshine groups. Here we list the symbols Γ g = N||h + e, f, . . . for each conjugacy class of the monster. As in [6] , if h = 1, we omit the "||1", if W g = {1} then we just write N||h, and if W g contains every exact divisor of N/h then we write N||h+. The labeling of conjugacy classes is as in [5] . (2) 
